
Classes: New England Braids 2017 
 

Thursday Evening Demonstration- Pam Rowan 

1. 1.)Tapering –2 different kinds → Oval and Round 

Friday Evening Demonstrations—Pam Rowan--How to lace the center of an oval rug, showing 

the e-lacing vs. the shoe lace technique. 

1.) How to begin the rug either by capped end beginning or a T-Start Beginning 

                                 ****************** 

               Classes will be given at the same time each day. 

Friday, Saturday, & Sunday 

9:00 a.m. 

1.) Blooming Braiders and Refreshers- Beginners class -Instructor: Alice Zanga Learn the 
fundamentals of braiding and lacing of a round mat, using a continuous 3-strand braid, with a 

“T” start and finished by “tapering”. Students will learn: Wool preparation, calculating amounts 

needed, stripping the wool, sizing the braids, how to braid and lace to form a round, add more 

material, new colors, splicing thread and sewing techniques needed for braiding. No 

prerequisites needed. This class is also for those that need to brush up on their skills if they 

haven’t braided for a long period of time.  

 

2.) Triangle Butt- Instructor: Bobbi Mahler- Butting techniques are used to connect the 

two ends of a braid. It gives you complete control over color changes and patterns. The 

Triangle butt is less complicated because fewer loops are used and there is less distortion 

of the braid. This makes it an excellent technique for butting short braids as well as long 

braids. We will make a small basket out of 7 braids.  

   



3.) Continuous Braided Pumpkin-Instructor: Pam Landry -The Pumpkin will be made 

in 2 sections. The top will have the pumpkin stem and the bottom will be just the 

pumpkin. The 2 halves can be laced together for a 3D pumpkin or you can leave it 

unlaced and use as a lid on the pumpkin.  

 

 
 

4.) Braided Landscape Class-Instructor: Delsie Hoyt 

Prerequisite: An Advanced level Class. Initially, registration is open to braiders who 

have previously done the pinwheel and have some experience with making/controlling 

color changes. 

The Project: Our objective is to create a small, round, braided landscape which might 

become a chair pad or center of a traditional braided rug. To keep us all sane (more or 

less) I am suggesting one basic composition with just 3 or 4 elements- a moon or sun, 

rising or setting in the day-or night time sky, peeking over mountains with a line of 

trees or field in the foreground.  Materials needed and more particulars will be sent to 

those that sign up after they register.  

 

   

  



1:00 p.m.  

5.)  Grenfell Style Hooked Mat- Instructor Anne Eastwood 

Kit included 6”x8” pattern on 15”x18” linen. Choice of 1: Polar Bear, Landscape, Flying Duck 

or Sailboat, with enough hand-dyed nylons to hook the pattern (cost: $25) Includes: hooking 

instructions with colored picture of chosen pattern with History of Grenfell Rugs.  

 

6.)  Quickie Flowers->Friday-Instructor: Peggyann Watts   Learn to create the wool flower 

embellishments that are perfect for decorating a braided basket, tote, bracelet, broach, or name 

tag-(Kit $ 5.00) Class level: Everyone! 

 

 

        IndianCornSaturday- create a colorful braided ear of corn to hang on your door or use 

in a decorative centerpiece!  Kit fee-none! 

 

 

        Quickie Flowers  Sunday->same as description above – 15students each class 



7.)  Braided 12” Turtle – Instructor: Pam Rowan 

Learn to make a 3-dimensional Turtle! Makes a great door stop or decoration. Learn to work 

with triple corners and learn to make something symmetrical. The brighter your wool the more 

fun your project will be! 

 

 

       Anything Goes!  Pam will also work with students in this class that need help with 

techniques in braiding or need something special to finish a project. Just ask! 

 

        

 

 

 
 


